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Whole House Customization
The people who live there and the way they furnish them turns spaces into a home! 

Oppein has been developing high-quality system furniture that meets high individual 

planning standards for 27 years, one-stop solution for kitchen, bedroom, bathroom, 

dining room, interior doors, metal doors and windows, and other whole-house furniture, 

realizing the integration of spaces design, and for your individual home! 

Guangzhou Headquarters

Founded in 1994, OPPEIN is China’s No.1 kitchen and customized home décor brand, and the largest 
cabinetry manufacturer. We design and manufacture high-quality kitchens, wardrobes, bespoke home 
furniture, bathroom products, interior doors, aluminum windows & doors and home furnishing, capable of 
offering one-stop home décor products and solutions. Output and sales of kitchen cabinet reached 830 
thousand sets, ranking No.1 in the kitchen industry.

ABOUT OPPEIN

The global project business is another importance we attach to. We cooperate closely with builders, 
developers, contractors, and architects to develop different types of residential and commercial business; 
up to now, we have completed over 10,000 real estate projects around the globe, including some 
significant local landmark projects. 

In 2020, OPPEIN's sales turnover reached USD 2.27 billion, havrvesting its consecutive 27th yrars of growth.�
our products have been exported to 118 countries and regions. And the total market value of 
OPPEIN exceeded 100 billion yuan (USD 15.3 billion) in March 2021.

In overseas markets, what sets us apart from our competitors is our Italy design, European quality, 
one-stop whole-house products & solutions, and reliable local services.

OPPEIN takes great pride in its extensive franchise distribution system. We have a productive showroom 
operation model and thoughtful support policies to help the franchisees win. Currently, we have 
a remarkable number of over 7,000 franchise showrooms worldwide to serve local retail businesses.  

We achieve this through our unceasing striving for perfection, and the passion to satisfy an individual’s 
needs for better home décor. Our vision is to make OPPEIN a modern, innovative company respected 
and loved by the people, held in the highest esteem in China, and emulated around the world.

Where there is home and love, there OPPEIN is.



Style: Modern

MODERN TIMES

Super high UV door panel combined  with aluminum frame glass door, creates a high-end 
atmosphere and simpli�ed visual burden, combined with embedded light strips, which is soft 
and not dazzling, making the entire space introverted and advanced, with a sense of hierarchy. 

Doors UV Lacquer + Melamine

PWMC0022 PWMC0020 PWMA0122

Customize a dinning area

Dining Room

Carcases Lacquer + Melamine

PWMK2022 PWMC0022 PWMC0020 PWMA0122

Entrance
Modern Times entrance cabinet is not only a shoes cabinet, it’s also 
showcase area, dressing area, storage cabinet and so on. Get ready 
for work, put your jackets on and off, come home and welcome gusts. 
There’s always something going on here.

Welcome home 

A dining area in which everything �ts 
together perfectly thanks to a functional 
design. It’s not only a place for dining and 
also space for storage, study, and display. 
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More than storage of clothes

Walk-in Closet

Refresh yourself 

Bedroom

We spend most of our day in the bedroom. 
Therefore, the bedroom is required to be more 
comfortable and tidy to ensure high-quality
resting. 

Having your own walk-in closet need not remain a dream, 
it's not only for clothes storage but also a system of 
bringing order to life in a stylish way.
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Living Room
Relax in a comfortable and stylish living room

Home Office
Customize a spiritual retreat for thinkers

Cool structure and color combination! Light meets dark, creating a clear, urban aesthetic. 

LED built-in lighting and glass as a design element provides additional lightness.
The dark walnut panels create a quite dark walnut color creates a calm and 
quiet atmosphere for work and study.
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Style: Modern

JACER

Jacer series is a modern design combining light walnut color and Nordic maple color. 
The design is structured and layered, which is beautiful and offers enough  storage spaces, 
making the house look more tidy and orderly.

Doors/ Melamine

PWMA0134 PWMA0019

Create accessible storage and nice showcase

Hallway
Carcases
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Living Room
Relax in a comfy and welcoming living room

Dining Room
Customize a dinning area
The shelves offer the ideal platform for individual decorative items. 
And the cabinet with grass door will be easy-care and what's inside is 
easy to view and access.

Light walnut color and Nordic maple color create a special feeling 
of lightness and comfort. The shelves offer the ideal platform for 
books and other items.
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Create a Comfortable Relaxing Bedroom

Bedroom

Study Room
Grow up and knowledgeably with time
Design your life according to your own ideas. 
Our customized furniture offers abundant freedom when it 
comes to materials, colors and dimensions.
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Style: Modern

DONA

Simple and atmospheric geometric shapes with soft colors, reasonable functional layout, 
and integrated handles are the highlight of the entire series

Doors Melamine

PWMA0168

Carcases Melamine

PWMA0166

PWMA0167 PWMA0170 PWMA0169

Add extra and easily-accessible storage

Hallway
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Relaxing bedroom

Modern Walk-in, Clean and Attractive

Bedroom

Integrated design with the bed and wardrobe, 
creates a same style. The wardrobe covers 30% 
of grass door, 10% of the open-shelf and 60% 
of hinged door, express an extremely entry 
luxury style with the golden handle. 

This closet design must be girls’ favorite! The 
cozy dressing area with lots of space for clothing 
and other favorite pieces offers the ideal storage 
solutions for individual plans. 

Walk-in Closet Wa
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Living Room
Decorate A Comfy and Welcoming Living Room

Home Office
Customize a spiritual retreat for thinkers

The entire TV cabinet looks very simple, symmetrical. The perfect synthesis of 
classic system furniture and the area functional design meets the most varied 
of demands.
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Style: Modern

CAESAR

It is designed by Italian designer Sergio Castiglia. Its characteristic lies in the use of aluminum 
material on a single storage cabinet, which has become the highlight of the entire series. 
The opened shelf, glass, functional accessories, and built-in lights on the wall boards, 
and the color matching create a strong visual impact.

Doors/ Melamine

PWMA0122 PWMA0128

Creates a Minimalist style

Hallway

Carcases
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Living Room

Dining Room

This space is specially created for urban elites who love 
minimalist style. The shelves offer the ideal platform for individual 
decorative items. The marble stone-patterned drawer fronts are 
the �nishing touch of the entire series 

The marble texture of the dining table is matching with the �nishing touch of this series.
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Bedroom

Walk-in Closet 

Less is more, the bedhead design is integrated with built-in shelves, 
simple but meets the function of a night stand. 

Stylish and �exible at the same time. With its shelves, drawers, pull-out basket 
and clothes rails, offers a lot of space for clothing and accessories.
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Style: Modern

POST-MINIMALISM

The powder spraying lacquer process is used to create a sand texture, 
and the built-in metal handle is used to show the modern entry luxury style.

Doors PVC+Melamine

PWMG0138

Carcases Melamine+Lacquer

PWMG0162 PWMA0168 PWMA0122

BWMA0025 PWMK2086PWMA0168 PWMA0122

Grow up and knowledgeably 

Study Room

Design your life style according to your 
own ideas. Our customized furniture offers 
different solutions for individual space.
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Create a Comfortable Relaxing Bedroom

Bedroom Design your life style according to your own ideas. Our customized furniture offers 
different solutions for individual space, to furnish the bedroom into a functional room, 
with study area, wardrobe, showcase, and other storage space. 27/28



Living Room

Comfy and Welcoming Living Room

Dining Room
Customize a dinning area

The longer you live in the house, the more storage 
room you need. The one-to-top TV cabinet and 
sofa-back cabinet design provide enough storage 
space, and the open shelves create a transparent 
space experience, practical and beautiful.

LED built-in lighting and glass as a design element provides additional lightness.
And the cabinet with grass door will be easy-care and what's inside is easy to view 
and access.
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Style: Modern

MOMENTS

The series of Moments offer the space solutions for enterance, living room, dining room 
and master bedroom. The design of white and light green PVC door panels create a warm 
and comfortable home environment

Doors PVC

PWMG0142

Carcases Melamine

PWMA0002

Create a Comfortable Relaxing Bedroom

Bedroom
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Customize a dinning area

Dining Room

Living Room
Comfy and Welcoming Living Room

Add extra and easily-accessible storage

Entrance

A dining area in which everything �ts together perfectly 
thanks to a functional design.

White and Morandi green color creates a special 
feeling of lightness and comfort. The cabinets with 
glass doors offer the ideal platform for display items.
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GLIMMER
Style: Modern

GLIMMER selects elegant neutral colors, keeps up with fashion trends, decorates with 
metal elements, natural and extreme, clean geometric shapes,  simple and elegant!

Doors Lacquer+Melamine

PWMK7004

Carcases Melamine

PWMA0122PWMA0122

Customize a dinning area

Dining Room

The glass door design makes the whole 
dining area look transparent, and there is 
a small bar design with movable socket 
rail, convenient for operation like cooking 
coffee.
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Walk-in Closet Modern Walk-in, Clean and Attractive
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Living Room

Decorate a Comfy and 
Welcoming Living Room

Create a Comfortable Relaxing Bedroom

Bedroom
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Living Room
Decorate a comfy and welcoming living room

Style: European Minimalism

CASTLE IN THE SKY

With a shaker door style, use a plenty of white color and match with several open cabinets 
and grass door panels, offering enough store space and creating an European Minimalism style, 
just like a castle.

Doors PVC

PWMG0066

Carcases Melamine

PWMA0002
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Enjoy your meal 

Dining Room

Create a comfortable relaxing 
bedroom

Bedroom

Walk-in Closet 

Add extra and easily-accessible storage

Hallway

Customize a dining cabinet that integrates 
function and beauty.

Transitional style closet, looks clean and attractive, 
with big storage for shoes, clothes and other 
accessories.
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Style: European Minimalism

CHRIS

Chris series is born for the simple and fashionable style of custom furniture. 
Considerring the fashionable consumers, the design uses simple narrow frame 
and ink & sand texture materials to create a simple yet fashionable style.

Doors PVC

PWMG0142

Carcases Melamine

PWMA0123

Customize a dinning areaDining Room

Create an extra easily-accessible storage

Entrance 

The shelves offer the ideal platform for individual 
decorative items.  

The L-shaped entrance cabinet not only serves as 
a better transition of space, but also increases storage 
space.
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Living Room Decorate A Comfy and Welcoming Living Room
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Create a Comfortable Relaxing Bedroom

Bedroom
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Style: European Minimalism

GABRIELLE

Gabrielle series uses rainy white and rainy gray to express a special artistic effects, 
giving people a sense of delightful and comfortable

Doors PVC

PWMG0153

Carcases Melamine

PWMA0123 PWMA0002

Home Office
Customize a spiritual retreat for thinkers
LED built-in lighting and open shelves as a design 
element provides additional lightness. The European 
minimalism style creates a calm and quiet atmosphere 
for work and study.
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Create a Comfortable 
Relaxing Bedroom

Bedroom

Welcome home

Entrance

Entrance is not only a shoes cabinet, it’s also a showcase area, dressing area, 
storage cabinet and so on. Get ready for work, put your jackets on and off, 
come home and welcome gusts. 

Individuality has many faces, this is why the 
bedroom furnishing elements offer unlimited 
possibilities for designing different functions 
for different requirements, such as integrated 
dresser and study table. 
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Dining Room
Customize a dinning area

Living Room
Decorate a Comfy and Welcoming Living Room

Well-planned enjoyment! A dining area in which everything �ts together 
perfectly thanks to functional design and beautiful appearance. 
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Style: Industrial

EIFFEL

It is designed by Italian designer Marco Bortolin. The U-shape walk-in closet in this series is 
equppied with shoe rack. The walnut wood grain melamine material is matching with the black 
metal material,  which has become the highlight of this industry style design. 

Doors/Carcases Lacquer+Melamine

PWMK2018 PWMK2014 PWMA0119

Create a Comfortable 
Relaxing Bedroom

Bedroom

The symmetrical design of 4 glass doors 
and 4 hinged doors perfectly interprets 
the aesthetics of symmetrical design.
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Modern Walk-in, Clean and AttractiveWalk-in Closet
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Living Room
Furnish a stylish living room

Dining Room
Customize a dinning area

The expressive wall in �ne walnut appearance 
impress both back panels and front panels. 
Practical drawers, open shelves for decorative 
objects make them a timeless storage wonder. 

The symmetrical design of 2 glass doors & 2 pocket doors perfectly interprets 
the aesthetics of symmetrical design, and the wine rack is easy to view and 
access with glass doors.
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Style: Classic

THE DUKES

PP material with Red cherry wood color, creating the elegance 
and luxury of the duke’s family

Doors PP

PWMD0022

Carcases Melamine

PWMA0013

Customize a dinning area

Dining Room

It’s a big storage cabinet for wine, and there is a special design at the bar leg, 
to enlarge the storage of the wines. Drink some wine at the bar and enjoy 
your time!
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Create a classic style

Bedroom

Home Office
Customize a spiritual retreat for thinkers

Integrated and bedhead design, make full use of 
the corner space. Cherry wood color applies on 
whole house, creates a nature and classic style,
durable and timeless.
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TV Cabinet

Create a classic and luxury closet

Walk-in Closet 

Design your �replaces functionally and harmoniously

Fireplace

Maintain a consistent style with the wall board

Inspiration for a huge timeless walk-in closet, make full use of every space even 
for the corner, with the functions of dresser, wardrobe and collection room.
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Dress Mirrors

Narrow-rimmed dress mirror

It can be equipped with normal mirror and intelligent 

mirror. Hidden design, more space saving. 

Narrow-edged mirror matches with decorative cover, 

it prevents the clothing from touching the tracks. 

The smart mirror matches with light strip and display 

module.

Intelligent dress mirror

Doors & Door Panels

The door panel offers superior heat and moisture resistance. 

The formaldehyde emission is less than 1.5mg/L, and it complies 

with European E1 and California CARB standards. It is extremely 

durable and easy to care. Multiple finishes can be chose to meet 

your requirements.

Folding door Door panel Door panel Door panel

Bar Handles

Bar handle designs have grown in popularity, fueled by an increasing 

demand for contemporary styles, minimalist looks and the need to maximize space. 

We offers different types of recessed aluminum bar handles. Also, with a spectrum 

of color options to choose from, we can easily create a handleless design to 

match your needs

Lights 

Different types of down lights, strip lights and shelf lights, drawer lights and 

inductive lights offer not only additional illumination, but also create a happy mood in your home.

Our lights are harmonious with your space, and high quality LED strips or bulbs allow long

service life and bring energy saving.

Light strip Glass shelf light Top panel light

Intelligent Accessories

Modern home has added more and more intelligent elements.

Easy access with just one button, smart home, meet your modern life needs

Intelligent dressing table Intelligent hanger Intelligent drawer

Storage Accessories

The clever design of these drawer dividers means you can easily adjust them as you 

add and remove items from the drawers, keeping the contents upright, accessible and tidy.

Drawer dividers ensure you get the best possible use of the drawer space.

Plastic basket Drawer Drawer Drawer 
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Clothing Rod

Used for storing clothes, trousers and scarves in the wardrobe, 

color and design is easy to match with all kinds of carcase 

finishes. It will be easy to pick up and arrange clothes with 

the rods and easy to clean up. Make the wardrobe concise 

and orderly.

Metal Decoration

Handleless design, matched with 

metal decoration, is more elegant 

and upscale.

Sterilizing Accessories

Closets and shoe cabinets are places that need to be disinfected in time,

built-in disinfection and sterilization system protect your health. It combines well with 

the wardrobe, adds feature highlights, enhance the added value of wardrobe products.

Concealed Accessories

With good hiding effect and stable structure, concealed accessories 

don't take up too much space. Extend the space as needed, 

completely hide when not needed.

Folding stool Concealed access port

Sterilizing gene Built-in disinfection cabinet

Layout

Maximize the storage efficiency, 

suitable for long and narrow corridor and entry space

SINGLE WALL compact closet (3m  )2

It is suitable for square areas with large area and wide space, 

with high utilization and clear partition. 

Rotating shelving is available

U-SHAPE large space closet (3-10m  )2

Long and narrow rooms transform the closet. 

At meanwhile, island can be added.

L-SHAPE medium-sized closet (5m  )2

Long and narrow rooms transform the closet. 

At meanwhile, island can be added.

TWO ROWS
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Stack module

764mm-964mm

Hanging, stacking 
and storage

Function

Lifting rod, drawer, 
storage box, safe box

Accessories

Wardrobe Modules

YG001

Shorty module

400mm-1100mm

Hanging

Function

Clothing rod, shelf, 
dress mirror

Accessories

YG002

Decoration module 1

562mm (inner space)

Storage

Function

Longitudinal clothing rod, shelf,
pull-out basket, safe box

Accessories

YG003

Decoration module 2

782mm (inner space)

Storage

Function

Longitudinal clothing rod, 
shelf, pull-out basket, 
trousers rack

Accessories

YG004

Winter clothing 
module

400mm-1100mm

Hanging

Function

Clothing rod, storage box, 
dress mirror

Accessories

YG005

Summer clothing 
module

400mm-1100mm

Hanging

Function

Clothing rod, storage box, 
dress mirror

Accessories

YG006

Narrow cabinet

200mm (inner space)

Decoration storage

Function

Narrow cabinet, hook, mirror

Accessories

YG007 YG008

(for man) Narrow cabinet

200mm (inner space)

Decoration storage

Function

Narrow cabinet, hook, mirror

Accessories

(for woman)
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Combination Examples

SINGLE WALL

U-SHAPE

TWO ROWS

L-SHAPE 
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